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This article describes a process that consists of embossing a bas-relief pattern into the surface of a
layer of photoresist and flood illuminating the embossed resist; this process uses the topography of
the resist to generate a pattern of optical intensity inside the resist layer. Development of embossed,
illuminatedsl=365–436 nmd photoresist yields structures as small as 70 nm. Numerical solutions
of the Fresnel integral are used to calculate the pattern of intensity of light in the photoresist layer.
Numeric simulation of a nondiffusion-limited development process results in theoretical structures
that correlate well with the structures generated experimentally.© 2005 American Vacuum
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional photolithography typically projects an
age patterned in an opaque layer of chromium on a
quartz mask onto a layer of photoresist;1,2 a typical optica
reduction factor is 53. Improvements applied to this tec
nique to decrease the feature sizes it generates include
short wavelengths of light, phase-shifting masks, off-axi
lumination, and optical proximity correction.3 These adjus
ments may cause other difficulties, however. Using w
lengths of light,250 nm necessitates changes to expo
tools and resist systems; photolithographic masks are
fragile, expensive, difficult to repair, and their characteris
limit them to two dimensionals2Dd patterning of flat sur
faces. Most of the techniques for generating arrays of n
scopic features are available only to a few researchers
access to specialized and expensive facilities. We wis
develop techniques for nanofabrication that are accessib
a wide range of researchers, and are more flexible in
geometries and chemical entities they can pattern than
now available.

Topographically directed photolithographysTOPd,4 like
other soft lithographic techniques,5,6 uses an elastomer
mold patterned with micron-sized features as a pat
transfer element. In this technique, the elastomeric mo
used to emboss a pattern on a layer of photoresist;7 the to-
pography on the surface of the resist layer is then use
pattern flood illumination into selected regions of the re
layer. After development of exposed photoresist, TOP ge
ates 70–200 nm features. TOP uses elastomeric mold
terned on masters that are commercially available or g
ated by photolithography and soft lithography. Thin mo
can conform to both flat and cylindrically or spherica
curved surfaces.8,9 The technique is simple, easy to u
inexpensive, and available to a large number of researc
It is, however, more restricted in its applications t
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projection photolithography. Nonetheless, for cer
applications—optical devices, patterning of curved or sp
cal surfaces, and rapidly generating 100 nm scale ma
when lateral pattern fidelity is not critically important—it
superior.

This article demonstrates that structures generate
TOP agree with theoretical predictions. We examine the
patterns generated after exposure and development of
layers of photoresist whose surface was patterned with
graphical relief. We compare these structures to theore
structures generated using the Fresnel–Kirchoff theor
calculate the 2D pattern of intensity in the photoresist,
lowed by a numerical simulation of the development of
photoresist. We begin with a qualitative description of
experimental technique, and follow with a description of
generation of theoretical intensity patterns. We then des
and analyze the structures generated in photoresist, and
pare these structures with those predicted theoretically.

II. EXPERIMENT

We prepared polysdimethylsiloxaned sPDMSd, sSylgard
184, Dow Corning, Midland, MId using a ratio of 6:1 pre
polymer to curing agent.10 This ratio provides PDMS mold
that are stiffer than the recommended 10:1 ratio; it also m
mizes sagging of features. After degassing the mixture u
vacuum, we poured the PDMS liquid prepolymer over
master and cured it in an oven at 65 °C for at least
Masters were prepared using several techniques: co
tional photolithography was used for rectangular grati
soft lithography for microlenses;11 and commercially avai
able masters, such as holographic diffraction gratingssEd-
mund Scientific, Barrington, N.J.d, for sinusoidal surfac
structures. For masters produced using conventional ph
thography, we controlled the thickness of the photor
layer by tuning the speed used in spin casting the resis
therefore the height of the features. Amplitude masks
chromium on soda-lime glass and were obtained from
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ics sBrookfield, Ctd.13 ProfilometrysTencor Alpha Step 200d
determined the thickness of the photoresist layer on the
ters.

Figure 1 shows the procedure used in TOP. Mold
PDMS were removed from the masters and used
solvent-assisted embossing as described previously4,7 to gen-
erate topography on the surface of the photoresist lay
small amount of 2-propanol was applied to the surface o
PDMS mold using a cleanroom-compatible cloth, and
mold was placed in contact with a layer of photoresist. P
toresist layers were spun onk100l silicon waferssSilicon
Sense, Nashua, N.H.d. We used a photoresist layer w
thickness greater than 4mm sShipley STR 1045, Marlboro
Mass.d to ensure that the intensity pattern was reco
solely in the photoresist and did not reachsor reflect fromd
the silicon substrate. Rogers and co-workers have show

FIG. 1. Schematic showing the procedure used to form photoresist fe
using TOP. Casting prepolymer against commercially available mast
those generated by conventional photolithography or soft lithography
erates PDMS molds. A small amount of solvent is applied to the surfa
the PDMS mold and the mold is placed in contact with a layer of photo
spin coated on a silicon wafer. When the solvent dissipates, the m
removed revealing its pattern in bas relief on the photoresist layer
photoresist is then either exposed directly to flood-UV light or exp
through an amplitude mask and developed. For simplicity, the schemat
SEM image at the bottom show patterns generated on a thin layer of
other benefit to using thick polymer layers: they can also
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yield a complex 3D polymer nanostructure when crosslin
by illumination through PDMS near-field phase shift
mask, followed by careful development.14

The solvent formed a liquid-like gel with the photore
that flowed into the features on the surface of the m
When the solvent had dissipated through the resist laye
the PDMS molds,5–10 mind the mold was removed; th
topography of the mold was embossed in bas–relief in
surface of the photoresist layer. The embossed photo
was either exposed through an amplitude mask or direc
flood-ultravioletsUVd light s365–436 nmd using a Karl Süs
sMJB3 400d mask aligner, developed for 1 min in Ship
Microposit 452, and rinsed in 18 MV water. Samples we
examined using a LEO 982 digital scanning electron m
scope. We cleaved the silicon substrate perpendicular to
embossed on the surface of the photoresist, mounte
cleaved edge on a block, and examined the profile o
exposed photoresist surface at 15° from normal. We
accelerating voltages at or below 1 keV to minimize ch
ing of the photoresist.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Choice of photosensitive polymer system

Many positive and so-called image-reversal resists
two-component systems that consist of a cresol Nov
resin and a diazonapthoquinone compound; the latter a
the photosensitizer. The photosensitizer in these resis
leases N2 when activated by incident light and generate
carboxylic acid group that renders the exposed area so
in a basic developing solution to give a positive resist im
Image reversal resists can operate in either conven
spositive moded, or image-reversalsnegative moded. To re-
verse the positive image to negative tone, the exposed
toresist layer is subjected to a postexposure bake causi
exposed area to crosslink via an acid-catalyzed reac
Crosslinking renders the area impervious to further expo
and insoluble in developer. The areas of photoresist prot
by a mask in the first exposure are then made soluble
second, flood exposure of the resist layer.

Previous research in this group studying the intensity
terns of light transferred into a photoresist layer throug
PDMS phase mask used AZ 5200 series resist in im
reversal mode as the medium in which to generate
image.10,15 The benefit of using an image-reversal resis
that it has a higher photosensitivity in the image-reve
mode than in the positive mode and its response to irr
tion is linear, implying that the topography of the photore
images the irradiance of the resist directly. In the cas
TOP, it is undesirable to use an image reversal or neg
resist due to the degradation of the topographical pattern
occurs during the postexposure bake necessary to cro
the exposed region and reverse the image. The expose
unexposed regions are effectively scrambled and the i
sity pattern generated by the topography on the surface
resist layer is eroded or lost by diffusion and polymer refl
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-
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To avoid the loss of data in the postexposure bake we used a
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positive resistsShipley STR 1045;n,1.7 atl=436 nmd as
our imaging medium. When using a positive tone resist
topography remaining after exposure and development
lated to the inverse of the irradiance; the photoresist th
fore remains where the irradiance is lowest. While some
radation of the intensity patterns may occur as compar
image reversal resists, we are able to match our theor
observations to those generated experimentally.

B. Simulations and simple theory

Our numerical calculations of the intensity in the n
field of the embossed topography used Fresnel theory16,17

Previous theoretical calculations performed in our grou
determine the intensity patterns in the near field of an
tomeric photoresist mask used scalar Fraunhofer theor18,19

Several groups have shown that scalar theory, while s
cient to describe observations, does not completely des
the system of an elastomeric phase mask or the near
intensity of light inside a topographically patterned laye
photoresist.20–22 Rogers and co-workers have described
tensity patterns generated through elastomeric masks in
layers of resist using finite element calculations of the
solutions to Maxwell’s equations; the experiment, howe
also required careful development of the resist pattern
supercritical CO2.

23 Ignoring the vector nature of the elect
magnetic field generating patterns of intensity will undo
edly leads to some discrepancies, but the simplicity
Fresnel theory makes it an attractive alternative. We fo
the results generated here to adequately describe our w

In modeling our topographically patterned surfaces,
assumed that the surface was illuminated normal to the
bossed features by monochromatic, perfectly collim
plane waves, and due to the thickness of the resist, ign
light reflecting back from the silicon substrate. While
light from our source is broadband UV with intensity pe
at 436, 406, and 365 nm, the photoresist is most sensiti
the g line or 436 nm wavelength of light. We used mo
chromatic, 436 nm light in our calculations for this reas
While the effect of photobleaching that occurs as the lay
resist is exposed is important to lithographic performan24

we did not include it in our calculations for simplicity a
without causing a noticeable difference between simula
and experiment.

We calculated the intensity pattern resulting from this
luminating field in photoresist layer using Fresnel–Kirch
theory16 and numerically solved a 2D, scalar version of
Fresnel integralfEq. s1dg.

E0sxo,zod = AeikzoÎ ik

2p
E eiksxs − xod2/2zodxs. s1d

HereE0 is the electric field at the observation point,z is the
distance from the illumination plane to the observation po
andk is the wave number in the photoresist and is equ
2pn/l, wheren is the index of the mediumsphotoresist,n
=1.7d and l is the wavelength of light. We integrated ov
the plane of illumination that was taken to be the base o

topographical features on the photoresistsz=0d. We chose
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the limits of integration to be several times larger than
topographical feature, or for a periodic topography, ov
period large enough to prevent edge effects; for most fea
we integrated over ±10mm and calculated the intensity ov
±4 mm. We assumed that the features were infinite alon
y axis, and modeled the effect of the topographically
terned surface on the illuminating field as a phase and
plitude perturbation of the illuminating field.

The calculated intensity profiles generated using the
face topography by themselves do not accurately predic
resulting photoresist structures—the process of develop
can modify the structures. We modeled the development
cess as isotropic with a dissolution rate linearly proporti
both to the optical intensity delivered to the location in
resist and to the surface area of the photoresist exposed
developing solution.25 A good photoresist is defined as be
at least ten times more likely to dissolve in the develo
when exposed than when unexposed.2 We assumed a sele
tivity of 100:1 for the photoresist used, confirmed by co
parison with experimental structures. We chose an exp
amplitude and performed a single numerical developm
stopping at regular intervals to save the curves gener
Because of the linear relationship between exposure an
velopment, we could interchange exposure and develop
times. Comparison of the height difference between illu
nated and unilluminated areas of photoresist at various e
sure times enabled calibration of the theoretical and obs
structures and confirmed the linear relationship betwee
posure and development. Figure 2 shows the steps us
generate a theoretical structure.

C. Test patterns and qualitative observations

In evaluating the theoretical approach, we first tested
influence of a phase shift at an isolated step as the sim
theoretical case. We fabricated photoresist masters of re
gular gratings having lines of 10mm and a periodicity o
20 mm and exposed the embossed surface through an a
tude mask having a dark-field pattern of 50mm circles. The
thickness of the photoresist layer in which the pattern
exposed determined the relative phase at the step edg
phase step height embossed into the photoresist layer
with the thickness of the photoresist layer used to gen
the master.

Exposure of topographically patterned photoresist thro
amplitude masks provided simultaneous information a
the embossed, and the exposed and developed area. D
tion occurred at the edges of the metal pattern on the a
tude mask and was also recorded in the photoresist la22

The depth of the relief on the surface of the photoresist
the length of time of the exposure determined the sever
the diffraction. We chose to image areas where both the
bossed and exposed resist is visible and the exposed a
largely unaffected by diffraction from the amplitude mas

We expect rectangular steps embossed on a layer of
to function similarly to an elastomeric phase-shifting m
Light passing through the raised portion of the rectang

grating pattern on the surface of a photoresist layer would be
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921 Paul et al. : Imaging patterns of intensity in topographically 921
slowed relative to the light traveling in air in the adjac
recessed portion of the grating. The height of the rectan
step in the photoresist gives the phase difference betwee
raised and recessed portions of the grating. The features
at the edges of the embossed features. TOP is, in pa
edge lithography, where the edges of the rectangular
bossed features become the prominent features in the p
resist pattern: on a thin layer of photoresist, they are
features that remain on the substrate, while on a thick
of resist, they are the tallest features in the intensity pat

D. Factors contributing to the deviation in light
intensity from a simple theoretical model

Our first theoretical surfaces differed from our experim
tal observations in several ways. We initially assumed
rectangular features had perfectly vertical sidewalls

FIG. 2. sad Plot shows curves at increasing intensity in photoresist ar
from an isolated step with a phase depth ofp after exposure to flood-U
light. sbd Curves of developed intensity pattern.scd Theoretical surface ge
erated by plotting the topmost exposure and development curve.
sharp corners. This assumption led to results that were not i
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good agreement with our experimental surfaces. We m
adjustments to our calculations based on the observati
our embossed surfaces by scanning electron micros
sSEMd. First, we noticed that the sidewalls of our rectang
features were not perpendicular to the photoresist sur
Because of the sidewall profile of the original master
slightly slanted, the light incident on the sidewall was
fracted into the step, increasing the intensity under the r
step. Second, because the corners of the embossed fe
were rounded rather than sharp, we added a lens-like
at the corners; this effect also increases the intensity of
under the raised step.

Figure 3 shows the theoretical surfaces generated
isolated phase edges modified according to the geome
the embossed surface observed by scanning electron m
copy. SEM images were obtained with the step going
from left to right. We fabricated the masters at step hei

FIG. 3. Comparison of experimentalsleftd and theoreticalsrightd surfaces o
photoresist embossed with a pattern of 20mm periodicity having 10mm
lines that serve as isolated edges after exposure and developmen
samples were exposed for 7 s through a dark field mask of 50mm circles
The height of the topography on the mold, and therefore the depth
embossed features, determined the shift of phase at the step edge.
ncorresponding to phase shifts ofp /2, p, 3p /2, and 2p.
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922 Paul et al. : Imaging patterns of intensity in topographically 922
Theoretically, one would expect features arising from
phase shift ofp to give the most intense feature, while f
tures arising from phase shifts ofp /2 and 3p /2 to be some
what less intense, and phase shifts of 2p to give no features

In the case of the first three step heights, the surf
obtained theoretically and experimentally agree both
expectations and with each other, including the sharpne
the peak of intensity and the relative depths of the tren
on either side of the peak. We did not observe experimen
as many ripples arising from diffraction as are predicted
the theory. This difference was expected since the
source used in the simulation was monochromatics436 nmd,
whereas the experimental light source had three signifi
spectral peakss436, 406, and 365 nmd. The interference aris
ing from the three wavelengths caused the diffraction rip
to blur. In the case of the 2p phase shift, however, the d
ference between our expectation and experimental resu
more pronounced. When using a broadband UV light so
the height of the step will never be simultaneously ou
phase for all three spectral peaks. Instead, the wavele
for which the step height was not 2p contributed to make
small intensity peak at the edge of the embossed featur
modeled this effect for the 2p step as a short exposure o
phase difference of 2.4p, corresponding to a low exposu
dose at 365 nm; this theoretical structure agreed well
the experimental image.

E. Imaging the intensity profiles of rectangular
gratings with higher periodicities

After becoming confident that our theoretical framew
adequately described and predicted our experimental re
at isolated rectangular phase steps, we considered gr
having higher periodicities: 4mm periodicity having lines o
2 mm and 2mm periodicity having lines of 1mm. The depth
of the features was selected to be equal to ap phase shif
s300 nmd. In these rectangular gratings, the phase e
were close enough together that interference became im
tant. We examined the embossed samples by SEM to d
mine the average tilt of the sidewall and modified our th
retical grating accordingly. Comparisons of theoretical
experimental results for rectangular gratings are show
Fig. 4. Both rectangular gratings had the most intense
tures at the recessed edges of the embossed step a
deepest trenches under the raised step as a result
slanted sidewall and curved corner. Both qualities were
dicted in the experiments and simulations of a single e
with a step height equal top. Theoretically simulated an
experimentally observed surfaces match well for both p
odicities.

We also tested a rectangular grating that we fabric
using soft lithography. The raised features are 190 nm
130 nm wide, separated by 700 nm, and embossed on a
layer of photoresistsFig. 5d. Because the embossed featu
are close to a phase shift ofp /2, the most intense peaks ar
under the recessed portion of the grating when exposed
result is predicted both by the isolated edge with a

height equal to a phase shift ofp /2 and by the theoretical
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simulation for a grating with these features. The intensitie
the peaks are not as high in the predicted structure as
experimentally observed structure, but the theory accur
predicts the equally spaced features with larger depths
ing under the recessed region than under the raised reg
the grating.

F. Imaging the intensity profiles for convex lens-like
structures

Geometrical optics predicts that plane waves impin
on a transparent, dielectric, spherical surface will be
shaped into spherical waves and will converge to a f
point. We generated an array of convex lenses using
lithography,11 molded the lenses in PDMS, and embos

FIG. 4. Comparisons of experimental and theoretical embossed, ex
and developed rectangular gratings at a phase depth ofp. Images insad
show embossed and exposed surfaces with a period of 4mm s2 mm linesd
and a depth of 300 nm and exposure time of 7 s. Images insbd show sur
faces with a period of 2mm s1 mm linesd having a depth of 300 nm and
exposure time of 5 s.
them on a layer of photoresist. The photoresist lenses were
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923 Paul et al. : Imaging patterns of intensity in topographically 923
then exposed, developed, examined by SEM, and com
with theoretical simulation. The exposed and developed
toresist pattern shows the path of the diffracting light un
the lens rather than a single focal point. Figure 6 shows a
plot of the simulated structures as the exposure intensit
creases at the top. Images obtained by SEM of the emb
and exposed surfaces match well with the predictions.

G. Imaging the intensity profiles for smoothly
changing surfaces

Holographic diffraction gratings, produced by interf
ence of two laser beams, provide a sinusoidal surface to
raphy and are commercially available at several wavelen
We showed previously that the features generated by a
posure of sinusoidal topography embossed on a layer of
toresist arose under the concave portion of the grating.4 We
theorized that the surface embossed with a sinusoidal p

FIG. 5. Grating pattern generated by soft lithography embossed and ex
on a thick layer of photoresist. Features 190 nm tall and 130 nm wide
bossed in the resist layer are shown insad. Imagesbd shows the emboss
and exposed theoretical surfaces for the grating. The exposed surface
sponds well withscd, a SEM image showing a surface embossed and
posed through an amplitude mask for 3 s.
acted as an array of convex and concave lenses, where th

JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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convex portion of the grating focused the light into the p
toresist layer under the convex feature, and the concave
tion of the grating dispersed the light into the layer, ther
protecting the features directly underneath.

Figure 7 compares theoretical profiles for a sinuso
grating with a period of 417 nm at several exposure inte
ties with SEM images of a surface embossed with the gr
and exposed for 8, 11, and 14 s. The theoretical pr
shows the topography of the smoothly changing embo
surface in the rear, with exposed surfaces at increasing
sities in the front. The first simulated pattern generated u
the embossed surface agrees well with both the experim
observation for a thin layer of resist and for a short expo

d
-

e-

FIG. 6. Comparison of theoretical line plots and experimental image
1.5 mm lenses; line plot showing the predicted pattern after exposur
development is shown at the top:sad SEM of a layer of photoresist em
bossed with 1.5mm lenses,sbd 3.5 s exposure of embossed lenses,scd 4 s
exposure, andsdd exposure of 4.5 s.
etime on a thick layer of resistfFigs. 1 and 5sad, respectivelyg.
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Further, the theoretical profile predicted that features ar
from a sinusoidal grating embossed on thick layers of r
and exposed to UV light would pass through a null, wher
features would be observed, to a region where the fea
would reappear under the convex portion of the grating
shown insbd. The null and shift in the location of the featu
occurred due to the interference generated by the perio
of the embossed surface; a SEM image of the second n
shownfFig. 7scdg.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Topographically directed photolithography is a sim

FIG. 7. Comparison of theoretical and experimental surfaces embosse
exposed with a sinusoidal grating having a period of 417 nm. The ima
the top shows the theoretically simulated embossed and exposed surf
several exposure intensities. The theoretical levels are labeled to corre
with the SEM images:sad surface exposed through a mask of 5mm circles
for 8 s with the features arising under the concave portion of the gratinsbd
surface exposed for 11 s and showing the features appearing under th
vex portion of the grating; andscd exposure of 14 s and a null in intens
where the features are pinched off in the center of the circle. The wall
exposed circle traces the history of the intensity pattern.
parallel technique for generating nanostructures. Large area
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can be embossed and exposed; neither a stepper nor
rate optics is required. By tuning the depth of the topogra
embossed on the resist layer, TOP can operate at a vari
wavelengths. TOP can also be used to generate nano
tures on curved surfaces8,9 and for use with othe
techniques.8,22,26The disadvantages of the technique are
it is difficult to register the embossed pattern through
layer of photoresist to underlying features, that the use
elastomeric stamp limits the dimensional stability of the
bossed features, and that the embossed pattern of phot
may deviate somewhat from the pattern on the stamp.
ing the elastomeric mold on a rigid backing or using a m
rigid polymer would increase the dimensional stability
could allow through-mask alignment for pattern registra
with thin layers of photoresist.27,28 Using more rigid poly
mers or backings could compromise the ability to pat
curved surfaces.

Photoresist structures generated by TOP can be pre
from the structure of the embossed topography using
Fresnel diffraction theory; the theoretical surfaces agree
with structures obtained experimentally. A limitation of
theoretical technique is the difficulty of solving the inve
of the Fresnel integral and reversing the process
development—we cannot easily determine the topogr
necessary to fabricate a specific pattern. An alternative
proach is to design a topographical surface and test
simulating exposure and development. Using only the s
nature of light is also a limitation in the theoretical resu
future experiments could use rigorous solutions of Maxw
equations to more completely describe the patterns of
intensity generated. Rigorous theoretical treatment may
permit calculation of embossed features necessary to pr
a desired resist pattern.
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